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A l-ended, locally finite, C W complex,Y, is semi-stable at cc if all proper maps r : [0, CL)) + Y 
are properly homotopic. A l-ended finitely presented group, G, is semi-stable at co if for some 
(equivalently any) finite complex, X, with n,(X) = G, the universal cover, X, of X, is semi- 
stable at co. If G is semi-stable at co then H’(G; ZG) is free abelian. At this time, there is no 
known example of a finitely presented group that is not semi-stable at co. The main theorem 
of this paper is: 
THEOREM. Let 1 + H 4 G + K + 1 be a short exact sequence of infinite groups, with G 
finitely presented. If H contains afinitely generated, infinite, normal subgroup, then G is l-ended 
and semistable at co. 
$1. INTRODU(TTION 
The purpose of this paper is to enlarge the class of groups known to be semistable at co. If 
X is a l-ended locally compact, separable metric space, then X is semisrable at co if all proper 
maps r, s : [0, co) + X are properly homotopic. Equivalently, X is semistable at co if for any 
exhaustive sequence of compact sets Ci c C2 c . . . and proper map r : [0, co) --* X, the 
inverse sequence of groups {ni (X - Ci), > r is semistable: An inverse sequence of groups Gi 
/I h tGz+ . . . is semistable if for each positive integer, n, there is an integer m(n), such that the 
images of all groups Gt, k > m(n), in G, are equal. (See Theorem 2.1 [5].) A l-ended finitely 
presented group, G is semistable at co if for some (equivalently any) finite complex X, with 
n,(X) = G, the universal cover, 8, of X is semistable at co. At this time, there is no known 
example of a finitely presented l-ended group that is not semistable at so. In [S] we showed 
that whenever G fits into a short exact sequence of infinite groups, 1 -+ H + G + K + 1, and 
H is finitely generated, then G is semistable at co. This result should be viewed together with 
the theorem of C. H. Houghton [3] and B. Jackson [4]: If 1 + H -+ G + K + 1 is a short 
exact sequence of infinite finitely presented groups, and either H or K is l-ended, then G is 
simply connected at co. 
The main theorem of this paper is: 
THEOREM. Assume 1 + H + G + K -+ 1 is a short exact sequence of infinite groups, and G 
is finitely presented. If H contains a finitely generated, infinite, normal subgroup, then G is 
l-ended and semistable at co. 
As an application to this theorem, assume G is finitely presented, solvable with 
commutator series G D G”’ . . . D G’“‘D G(“+‘) = 1. If G/G’“’ is infinite and G’“’ contains an 
element ofinfinite order, then G’“’ takes the role of H is our theorem, and G is semistable at co. 
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The main technique used here is homotopy in covering spaces the same as that used in 143 
and [5] (as well as [6] which contains: If H is a finitely presented group and f: H + H is a 
monomorphism then the resulting HNN extension (H, t : t- ‘ht =f(h) for all h E H ) is 
semistable at co). Neither is 15) a rehash of [4] nor is this paper a rehash of [S]. Intricate 
constructions of homotopies in universal covers of finite complexes are needed. It is in these 
homotopies that the available algebraic structure appears. 
To make the concept of semistability at co more familiar we point out that if a finitely 
presented group G is semistable at co then H’(G; ZG) is free abelian by [2]. 
42. THE MAIN THEOREM 
THEOREM. Assume 1 + H + G f?+ K + 1 is a short exact sequence of infinite groups, and G 
is finitely presented. Furthermore, assume 1 ---c R --, H 5 K + 1 is a short exact sequence such 
that fi isfinitely generated and infinite. Then G is l-ended and semistable at co. 
(G is l-ended by Corollary 2 of Cl].) 
Proof: Let hI, h2,. . . , h, be generators for g. Select a presentation P of G, P 
3 (h, ,..., h,,aI ,..., am,kl ,..., k,:r,,r, ,..., r,)suchthat{h, ,..., h,,aI ,..., a,,,} 
c H and Q(k,), . . . , Q(kc) generate K. By Tietze moves we may assume kihjk;’ s acj and 
k;‘hjki 3 bij are relators in {r,, . . . , r,} where cij and bij are elements of {a,, . . . , a,). 
(Since H is normal in G, k,? 1 hj(k’ ‘)-I E H.) These relations will simplify future homotopy 
constructions. Let X be the standard 2-complex, with xi(X) = G, derived from the 
presentation P. Let .? be the universal cover of X. Fig. 1 is a diagram of covering spaces and 
covering projections, where * represents all base points. (X has a single vertex, which we take 
to be *). 
If r and s are proper maps of [O, co) into a spaceY such that r(0) = s(0) = *, then we say r 
and s are properly homotopic rel. (*) if there is a proper map H: [0, 00) x [0, I] + Y such that 
H(t, 0) = r(t), H(t, 1) = s(c) and H(0, t) = * for all t. Equivalently r and 3 are properly 
homotopic rel. (*) if there is a proper map K: [0, co) x [0, cc) -rY such that K(0, t) = r(t) 
and K (c, 0) = s(c). 
LEMMA 1. There is an integer L such chat if1 zz (I,, I,, . . . ) is a proper edge path co 03 at 
* E f and under the quotient map z : (8, *) + (X/l?, *), 1 has image in any compact subset of 
(a/H, *), then 1 is properly homotopic rel. (*), in I?, to a proper edge path to 00 in the letters 
j,” 
1 , . . . 1 h,f l, by a homotopy with image in Sc‘(im(1)). 
Fig. I. 
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Proof. If fl is normal in G, then Lemma 3.13 of [.5] applies. It is straight-foward to check 
that this proof is also valid when fi is not normal in G. n 
LEMMA 2. At each vertex VER there is a proper edge path to CO, at v, denoted rV, in the 
letters h: ‘, . . . , hz such that for any compact set, C, there are onlyfinitely many vertices, v, 
such that rO meets C. 
Proof Choose compact sets Ci, Cz, . . . such that Ci lies in the interior of Ci+ i, UT= i
Ci = 2 and such that if Ci meets a copy, T of the graph of fl in 2 then T - Ci is a union of 
unbounded path components. Let v be a vertex of _?. Choose N such that v EC,, , , but v $ C,“. 
Say v E T z a copy of the graph of fi in 8. Since T - C, is a union of unbounded path 
components there is an edge path, cz,, in the letters h: ‘, . . . , h: l, from v to some vertex, 
vi~T-cN+,, such that the image of zi lies in T-C,. Similarly, there is an edge path zL2 in 
the letters h: ‘. . . ,h:’ fromv, tov,ET-CN+r such that the image of CL~ lies in T - C.V+,. 
Continuing in this fashion the desired rV is (a,, CL~, . , .) at v. If v $Ci, then rV misses Ci, and 
only finitely many rv meet any given compact set. w 
LEMMA 3(i). At each vertex VEX/H there is an edge path to co, s,, in the letters { kf, 
. . . , k: } such thatfor any compact set C c x/H there are onlyjinitely many vertices v E TJH 
such that s, meets C. 
LEMMA 3(ii). For each vertex u E 8, let s, be the lift of~r(~), (defined in (i) above) to u. Then 
for any compact set C in 2 there are only finitely many vertices v E R such that s, meets C. 
Proof. In direct analogy with Lemma 2, at each vertex w E r?/H there is a proper edge 
path to co rW, in the letters k:‘, . . . , k:’ (Recall Q(k,), . . . , Q (k,) generate K = G/H) such 
that for any compact set C c x/H, there are only finitely many vertices, w E x/H, such that rW 
meets C. If v is a vertex of x, let rV be the lift of rY (D) to v. r, is a proper edge path to co in 2. We 
show that collection of lifted edge paths to co satisfy the conclusion of (ii). Let C be compact 
in R. Choose vertices wi, w2, . . . , w,, in _?/H such that if w $ {wi, . . . , wd} then r,,, misses 
r(C). If v is a vertex of g and rv meets C, then y 0 rV meets y(C) and y(v) E {wi, . . . , w,,}. Hence 
if there were infinitely many vertices {vi, v2,. . . } such that r,, meets C, then there is an 
infinite subset {ui, u2, . . .} of {vi, v2, . . .} such that y(ui) = y(uj) for all iandj. rU, and rU, are 
lifts of the same map, and hence, for each positive integer i there is a covering transformation, 
hi, such that rU, = hi 0 rUi. Choose Xi E [0, co) such that rU,(xi) E C. 
Claim. {x,, x2, . . .> lies in no compact subset of [0, co) 
Proof If D is compact and {xi, x2, . . .> c D, then r,(Xi) = h;’ orv,(xi) 
E (hi-’ or”, (D)) n C. But rU, (D) is compact and there are only finitely many covering 
transformations, t such that t (rU, (D)) meets C. 
Since rui (Xi) E C, and y o r,, (xi) = ‘J : rq (xi), we have y(ru, (Xi)) E y(C) for all i implying ‘J j rU, 
is not proper in X/H. This is the desired contradiction. n 
If R were finite, then H is finitely generated, and we are finished by Theorem 3.2 of [S]. 
Hence we assume K is infinite, and we must consider two cases: 
Case 1. R contains no finitely generated infinite subgroup. 
Case 2. R contains a finitely generated infinite subgroup. 
Proof of Case 1. 
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LEMMA 4. There is an integer L such that in _$ any proper edge path to a, r = ( 1 I, I,, . . ) 
at * where liE(hf’, . , . ,h:‘, a?‘, . . . , a,” }, is properly homotopic rel. (t) ro a proper edge 
parh to co, ? = (b,, bl, . . ) at *, with bi E {h:‘, . . . , h: 1, by a homotopy with image in 
S?(Im(r)). 
Proof Let A be the subgroup of H generated by h,, . . . , h,, a,, . . . , a,,,. R(A) is finite in 
z (by the case 1 hypothesis). For each element of the set G/A there is a copy of the graph of 
A, L(A), in s. Let L be the copy of L(A) in R containing the vertex *. Since R(A) is finite in 
R, a(L) (see Fig. 1) lies in a compact subset of x/i?. By Lemma 1 we are finished. n 
By use of covering transformations we have: 
COROLLARY 4.1. There is an integer L such that fr = (I,, 12, . . . ) at v is a proper edge 
path to a,where liE{h:‘, . . . , h:‘, a$‘, . . . ,a;’ }, then r is properly homotopic rel.(u) to a 
proper edge path to co or u by a homotopy in StL(Im(r)). n 
LEMMA 5. Ifk~{k:‘, . . . ,I$‘} is an edge of ,? with initial point x and end point y and 
r = (e,, e2, . . .)isaproperedgepathtocr,atxwitheiE{h:’, . . . ,h~‘}foralli,thenratxis 
properly homotopic to (k, pl, p2, . . .) at x rel. {x} where pi E {h: ‘, . . . , hz } jar all i by a 
homotopy with image in StL+’ (Im (r)) (L is defined in Corollary 4.1). Furthermore, if H is this 
homotopy, then 7 0 H has image in St‘+‘(y(k)). 
Proof. By mapping the rectangles of Fig. 2 to 2-tells corresponding to defining relations 
k-‘hk = a, where hE{h:, . . . ,h:‘} and aE{a:‘, . . . ,a:}, we have r at x is properly 
homotopic rel. (x) to (k, I,, It, . . .) at x where 1iE {a:‘, . . . , a:‘} for all i, by a proper 
homotopywithimageinSt’(Im(r)).Sinceeacheiandliisin{h~‘, . . . ,h,“l,a”, . . . , a:‘), 
‘J of the above homotopy has image in St’ (y(k)). Let y be the end point of k. By Corollary 4.1 
Vl,l,, . . .)atyisproperlyhomotopicrel.(y)to(p,,p,, . . .)at~,wherep~~{h:‘, . . . ,hi’} 
by a homotopy, K, with image in St”(Im( (11, 12, . . .) at y)). y Q K has image in 
@“(Im((l,, I,, . . .) at Y)) = StWIm((~,, I,, . . .) at Y))) = St”W’ (r(y))) = SrL+‘W)). 
Combining these two homotopies gives the desired homotopy. n 
LEMMA 6. Assume D is a compact subcomplex of 2. There is a compact set E c .% such that 
ifr = (b,, b2, . . .) al v is a proper edge parh to CO with bi E {h: ‘, . . . , hz ’ } for all i, and r has 
image in .% - E, then r is properly homotopic, rel. (IJ), to s, (defined in Lemma 3 ii) by a homotopy 
missing D. 
Proof. By Lemma 3(i) there are only finitely many vertices, v, in g/H such that s, (defined 
in Lemma 3(i) meets StL+‘(y(D)). List these vertices as vl, v2, . . . vd. Choose a positive 
Fig. 2. 
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integer Ni such that each edge beyond the first Ni edges of s, misses StL” (y(D)). Let 
N z max I <tSd iivif. 
Let E c R be compact containing Sr.vtL + ‘l(D) such that for any vertex VE 2 -E, s, 
misses Sr.v(L+” (D). Let u be a vertex of 2 - E assume s, = (d,. d,, . .) at v. (Hence di E {kf ‘, 
. . . , k: > for all i.) Let r = (bit,,, b,,,,, .)at c be a proper edge path to co in x - E, such that 
b,(i,E{h:L,. . . . h,f I ] for all i. We show s, is properly homotopic to r rel.(v) by a homotopy 
missing D. By Lemma 5, (b,,,,, blcz,, . . .) at L‘ is properly homotopic rel.(c) to 
(dip bqi,, bz(z,, . .) at u, where blci,E{hf’, . . . , h’ ’ ) for all i, by a homotopy, H,, with 
image in StLY’(Im(r)). Let ui be the end point of (d,, . . . ,diMl) at u. Inductively, 
(b P(l)? b,(t,, . .) at up is properly homotopic rel.(u,) to (d,, b,+ 1(1,, b,,, 1f2), . . .) at up, where 
b 
LEMMA 7. Given a compact set D c x, there is a compact set F c x, such that ife is an edge 
of 2 - F with initial point u and end point v, then rU is properly homotopic to e * rV, rel.(u) by a 
proper homotopy in 8 -D. 
Proof. Let E be chosen for D as in Lemma 6. Let F be compact in r? such that for each 
vertex w in 2 -F, rW misses StL+‘(E). We must consider three cases: 
eG{kf’, . . . ,k,“j, eE{h:‘, . . . ,h”], eE{a:l,. . . ,azl}. 
IfeE{k:‘, . . , k: ’ I\, then rU is properly homotopic to e * a rel.(u), where a is a proper 
edge path to co, at u, with edges in (a:, . . . , a:’ >, by a proper homotopy with image in 
St’(r,). See Fig. 5. 
\ 
Y d, d, d, 
Fig. 3. Fig. 4 
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Fig. 5. 
By Lemma 4 a is properly homotopic, rel.(u), 
, . , h,f ’ ) by a homotopy with image in StL(a). Since r, misses 
St‘+‘(E) the combination of the above two homotopies misses E. By lemma 6 r and r, are 
properly homotopic rel.(o) to s, by homotopies missing D. Combining these homotopies as in 
Fig. 5, defines the desired homotopy. 
IfeE{a:‘, . . . ,a;’ }, then by Lemma 4 e + r,, is properly homotopic, rel. (u), to a proper 
edge path to co, r, at u, with edges in {h: I, . . . , hzl ) by a homotopy with image in St‘(e * r,). 
Hence this homotopy misses E. By Lemma 6 r and rU are properly homotopic to s,, rel.(u), by 
homotopies missing D. Combining these homotopies as in Fig. 6, defines the desired 
homotopy. 
IfeE{h:‘, . . . , hz’ j then by Lemma 6 e * rv and ru are properly homotopic, rel.(u), to s, 
by proper homotopies missing D. Combining these homotopies as in Fig. 7 defines the 
desired homotopy. n 
To tinish Case 1 it suffices to show: 
LEMMA 8. Let s 3 (d,, dl, . . .) at v be any proper edge path to 03. Then s is properly 
homotopic to rv. 
Proof. Let Ci, Cz, . . . be compact subsets of R such that Ci c Int (Ci+ t) for all i, and 
such that uz i Ci = x. Furthermore assume if Ci takes the role of D in Lemma 7, then Ci+ 1 
takes the role of F, for each i. Let the end point of (d,, dz, . . . , di) at u be Dir and assume rV, is 
tci(l)7 ci(Z)v * . .) at Oi. We define a map H : [0, co) x [0, 00) + _% as follows: If N is the largest 
u e Y u e ” 
Fig. 6. Fig. I. 
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integer such that the edge di, of s, misses C,, then by the definition of C,V, rU,_, is properly 
homotopic reI.(ci- ,) to di * rr,, by a proper homotopy, Hi, missing C,_,. Define H on 
[i - 1, i] x [O, -JO) to be Hi. (See Fig. 3.) 
To see that H is proper, note that any compact set C lies in some Ci. Since s is proper there 
is an integer M(i) such that for allj 2 M(i), dj lies in g - Ci + I and hence H, misses C. Thus H 
is proper. W 
Case 2. J? contains a finitely generated infinite subgroup. 
First we need a preliminary Lemma. 
LEMMA 9. If X is a connected l-ended locally finite C W complex and X is semi-stable 
at co, then for each compact set C c X there is a compact set D c X such that any two proper 
maps r, s:(CO, co), {O))-, (X-D, {*I) are properly homotopic rel.(O), by a homotopy with 
image in X -C. 
Proof. Let a : [0, a~) -+ X be proper. There is a compact set D c X such that for any loop 
i.: ([0, 11, (0, I>) --t (X-D, v), where v = a(t) for some t E[O, oo), there is a proper map 
K: [0, l] x [0, 00) + X -C such that K(0, x) = K(l, x) = a(t i-x) for all x E [0, 00) and 
K (x, 0) = j.(x) for all x E [0, 11. Since X is l-ended we assume without loss that X - D is 
connected. Also any two proper mapsf, g: [0, m) -+ X are properly homotopic in X. Let 
a:[O,~o)~Xbya(x)=a(t+x)wherea([t,co))cX-D.Letr*beapathinX-Dfroma(O) 
to *. Let L: [0, l] x [0, co) + X be a proper map such that L(0, x) = G(x) and L(1, x) 
= (a *r)(x). 
There is an integer n such that L ([0, l] x [n, co)) misses D. 
Hence we may define a proper map M: [0, l] x [0, co) + X - D such that M(0, x) 
= G(X), M(1, x) = (a * r)(x) and M I[O, 11 x {Oj is the loop (LI{O} x [O, n])* (LI[O, l] 
~{n})~(M~{1}x[O,n])~‘.Callthisloop~.ChooseapropermapN:[O,1]x[O,co)~X 
-C such that N(O,x) = N(l,x)= a(x) for all XE[O, co) and NI[O, l] x (0) =/I-‘. 
Combining N and M as in Fig. 11 and using a trivial homotopy of /I/?-’ in X - C shows that 
there is a proper map HI : [0, co) x [0, 00) + X -C such that HI (0, x) = d(x) and HI(x, 0) 
= (a * r)(x). 
Similarly there is a proper map H, : [O, 00) x [0, m) + ,f - C such that H, (0, x) = 6(x) 
and H,(x,O) = (a*s)(x). Combining HI and H2 along ti and using a trivial homotopy of 
ua-1 in X -C gives the desired homotopy. n 
Fig. 8. Fig. 9. Fig. 10. 
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Let {T;,,..., &) generated a finitely generated infinite subgroup of i? and assume 
{b,, . * . , b&J c H such that R(bi) = Ki for all i. (Recall 1 + R -+ H 5 R + 1.) Without 
loss assume bi = a,, . . . , 6, = up in our presentation of G. If h E (hf , . . . , h’ ’ } and 
aE{a:‘, . . .) urn”> then aha-’ can be written as a word IV(u, h) in the letters h:i, 
. . . ) h~‘.Assumeuhu- _ , 1 = W(u h) is a relator in our presentation of G for all o E {a: i, . . . , 
urn”) and h~{h:‘, . . . , h:‘}. 
Let _% be the graph of G, the subgroup of G generated by {hi, . . . , h,, ul.. . . , u,). 
At every vertex of .% attach 2-tells to x by the relations aha-’ E lV(u, h) for each 
hE{hf’, . . . ,h~‘}andafz{u:‘, . . . ,a;’ }. Call the resulting space 2. The elements of G/G 
correspond to mutually disjoint copies of 2 in 8, and each vertex u E 8 is in some copy of 2. 
8 is semistable at co by the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 10. Let 1 + H + G -+ K + 1 be a short exact sequence offinitely generated 
infinite groups. Assume G has generators h,, . . . , h,, k,, . . . , k, and that h,, . . . , h, generate 
H.ForeuchiE{l,. . ., n)undjE{l,. . ., m} let kihjk,T ’ E W (ki, hj) be a relation in G, where 
W(ki, hj) is u word in the letters h:, . . . , h:. Let I- be the graph of G with respect to the 
generators h,, . . . , h,, k,, . . . , k,. At every vertex of r attach a 2-cell to I- according to the 
relation khk-’ = W(k,h) for every kE{k,, . . . ,k,} and hE{hl,. . . ,h,). ZYhen 8, the 
resulting 2-complex is semistable ut a. 
Proof. If G were finitely presented and we were to attach, at each vertex of 2. additional 
2-tells, corresponding to a finite presentation of G, then the resulting Z-complex, Y, is the 
universal cover of a finite 2complex with fundamental group G. Furthermore, Theorem 3.2 
[S] shows thatY is semistable at co. The proof of Theorem 3.2 [S] is a matter of constructing 
proper homotopies. Each of these homotopies is constructed by patching together only 2- 
cells of the form khk- ’ z W (k, h). Hence, if G is finitely presented than x c Y is semistable at 
co. If G is finitely generated and not finitely presented, then 2 still contains the 2-tells 
necessary to apply the argument given for Theorem 3.2 [S] and again 2 is semistable at cc. 
n 
LEMMA 11. Given a compact ser C c x there is u compact set D c g such that if 
r,s:(P,~), {O})+(~--D,*) are proper edge paths to 0~) with edges in {hf ‘, . . . , h,’ ‘, 
i1 u, ,...,u, *I} then r and s are properly homotopic, rel.(*), in 2 -C. 
Proof. C meets only finitely many copies of _% in 8, call them 2,) .%,, . . . 2,. Choose Di 
compact in xi such that if u, v: ([0, oo), (0)) --) (2, - Di, *) are proper then u and u are 
properly homotopic in 2, - (zi n C) rel.( *). (See Lemma 9). Then D = up= 1 Di satisfies the 
conclusion of our lemma. n 
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Fig. 13. 
LEMMA 12. If C is a compact subset of 2, there is a compact set E c 2, such that if eE 
{h:‘,..., h:‘,a:‘,..., a;‘,kf’,... k: ‘} is an edge of 2 - E with initial point x and end 
point y, then I, is properly homotopic to e * rY, rel.(x), by a proper homotopy with image in R 
-C. 
Proof. If D is the compact subset of 8, for C, defined in Lemma 11, then let E contain 
St(D) and all vertices, u, of _? such that rv meets D. (By the definition of rv, there are only 
finitely many such u). If e E {a: ‘, . . . , a,’ 1 ) then using 2cells of the form ehe- ’ = W(e, h) 
where hc {h:‘, . . . , h:‘} we have r, is properly homotopic to e + t,, rel. (x), by a proper 
homotopy in St(r,)) c 2 -D, where t, is a proper edge path to cc at y, in the letters 
{k#‘, . . . , h$*}. See Fig. 13. 
By Lemma 11 t, and rY are properly homotopic, rel.(y), by a proper homotopy missing C. 
IfeE{k:‘, . . . , kz’j theonlychangeis that theedgesoft, arein {a:‘, . . . , a:‘}. Hence 
Lemma 11 still applies. If e E {h:‘, . . . , h: 1 ) Then apply Lemma 11 to rx and e * rY. . H 
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